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Introduction
Pavement management systems (PMS) are critical for cost-effectively managing high-
way networks and optimizing pavement performance during the estimated service life 
of pavements. Accurate performance prediction modeling is essential for the successful 
deployment of a PMS that is used to plan future maintenance and rehabilitation activi-
ties. Transportation agencies have encountered severe challenges because of the com-
plexity associated with the pavement deterioration process, owing to the highly variable 
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nature of the elements, which degrade road networks. Furthermore, the global trend of 
increasing government fund allocation to the health and education sector has depleted 
highway budgets [1]. Consequently, many governments have adopted road user charges, 
such as tolls and fuel taxes, as a source of highway funding. For instance, the ASCE 2021 
Infrastructure Report Card revealed that 43% of public roads in the United States (US) 
are in poor or mediocre conditions, demonstrating the adverse effects of road deteriora-
tion. These deteriorated roads annually cost almost $130 billion for vehicle operating and 
repair expenses [2]. Despite various attempts, highway agencies still face a significant 
reduction in budget for operating road networks. Numerous efforts have been made to 
develop prediction models, including deterministic, probabilistic, and artificial neural 
network (ANN) models. The advantages of machine-learning (ML) methods in analyz-
ing the pavement condition involves robust learning algorithms, enhanced performance, 
the ability to handle massive dataset, generalization ability, and so on [3]. The increase in 
the number of studies applying neural networks in various areas of pavement engineer-
ing, such as pavement design, construction, monitoring, and maintenance of pavements, 
suggests that these developed models can solve a variety of pavement-related issues [4].

Tabular models are excellent for deterioration prediction because roads, environment, 
and traffic data are frequently maintained in a tabular format and can easily extract rich 
semantic information. Tabular models commonly include both tree-based models [5–8] 
and deep learning (DL) models [9–11]. Tree-based models are known for their interpret-
ability and are effective in handling categorical data, as they can display the prediction 
results through node splits. However, these models struggle to manage tabular data with 
continuous variables. Uncovering the relationships among continuous variables requires 
tree models to have a larger depth, often leading to overfitting and decreasing predictive 
performance. Recently, DL architectures have shown promising performance in vari-
ous applications, such as image and natural language processing. DL architectures are 
designed to generate inductive biases that match data invariances and spatial depend-
encies. Finding comparable invariances in tabular data with varied properties, limited 
sample numbers, and extreme values is challenging. Desirable performance is achieved 
by a large number of parameters of the model, and no general and efficient components 
are designed to extract the related features from tabular data. Thus, the tabular data-
processing abilities of deep networks have not yet been completely explored.

To solve the aforementioned problem, this study proposes a model with two special 
layers, a selective embedding layer (SEL) and a multi-dropout attention layer (MDAL). 
It combines them to form basic cells, which are then stacked to build attention-based 
selective embedding neural networks (ASENNs) for pavement deterioration prediction. 
The SEL has three components, filter, embedding, and fusion, to map input data to a 
more abstract feature space for efficient prediction. The operation of the layers starts 
by applying a feature selection mask to the input data to identify important factors, fol-
lowed by type-wise embedding of the masked input data to exploit intra-information. 
Finally, the masked input data and embedding are fused to obtain more abstract repre-
sentations. The MDAL consists of multiple identical structures, each of which includes 
a dropout layer followed by an attention module. The dropout layer obtains different 
combinations of feature fields by randomly dropping some input data fields. Motivated 
by SENets [12], the attention module is introduced to model the relationships between 
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different combinations of feature fields explicitly. Therefore, different attention-weighted 
combinations of input fields can be obtained using MDAL. To extract the embedded 
and attention-weighted information from the SEL and MDAL, several SELs and MDALs 
were combined as a basic cell, which uses two different paths to increase the diversity of 
features. One path includes an SEL and MDAL to complement the raw data information, 
and the other consists of two SELs to enhance the abstraction level of the current input. 
Multiple basic cells were stacked to build ASENNs for obtaining meaningful and abstrac-
tive features. As the number of cells increased, the feature learning capabilities and pre-
diction accuracies improved. In this study, four ASENNs were developed corresponding 
to four major road distress parameters, namely cracking, deflection, international rough-
ness index (IRI), and rutting, which are based on data acquired from road networks in 
the United Arab Emirates (UAE), from the Ministry of Energy and Infrastructures.

The remaining paper is organized as follows. Section "Literature review" discusses 
numerous studies that used neural networks in pavement performance analysis, and 
recent developments in the field of deep neural networks. Section "Data collection and 
preprocessing" describes the data and several preprocessing steps. Section "Method-
ology" includes a problem statement, followed by an explanation of the methodology 
adopted in this study. Section "Development of Neural Network-based pavementdete-
rioration prediction model" discusses the architecture adopted for model development. 
The results of the analysis are discussed in Sect. "Results and discussion"  , and the con-
clusions of the study are presented in Sect. "Conclusion".

Literature review
A significant portion of the existing literature on tabular models focuses on tree models 
and deep-learning networks. Decision-tree models, which have a high level of validity 
and interpretability in the decision-making process, can illustrate clear decision paths. 
Recently, various decision tree-based ensemble models, such as GBDT [13] and its vari-
ations, namely, XGboost [6], LightGBM [7], and Catboost [8], have become the tools 
of choice for tabular data mining. The main difference between these variations is tree 
symmetry. For asymmetric trees, LightGBM grows leafwise, requiring less execution 
time than XGBoost that grows levelwise. CatBoost minimizes the loss for all nodes at the 
same depth for symmetric trees, which can increase the computational speed and avoid 
overfitting. Although the variations have gaps in implementing the details, the gap in 
the overall performance is diminutive. In deep learning networks, multilayer perceptron 
(MLP) has been widely used for tabular datasets and has outperformed other developed 
models. With the development of DL, researchers have introduced various modules, 
such as residual and attention represented by ResNet [14] and transformer [15], for 
improving the structure to work with tabular data. For instance, a feature tokenizer is 
integrated into the transformer, making transformer-based models adaptive in the tabu-
lar domain [10]. Similarly, sequential attention was used to select the required features, 
demonstrating interpretability [9]. These transformer-based models can handle categori-
cal features better than ensemble decision tree models and MLP, as they can map the 
features to a high-dimensional space and then use attention modules to obtain the con-
nection among the features.
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DL methods have been adopted in pavement studies in recent years. Ma et  al. [16] 
proposed a method for pavement crack detection and tracking based on a library of 
pavement crack images through data augmentation using PCGAN (Pavement Crack 
Generative Adversarial Network). These images are further utilized to train the YOLO 
v3 Convolutional Neural Network model, optimizing hyperparameters through multiple 
training iterations for crack detection with an accuracy of 98.47%. Considering the abil-
ity of CNNs to handle spatial data efficiently, Jiang et al. [17] developed a framework to 
assess the risk of urban road collapse by combining several environmental and anthro-
pogenic factors. The model employed the Synthetic Minority Over-Sampling Technique 
(SMOTE) for data augmentation. The CNN model thus developed identified the roads 
at high risk with an accuracy of 97%, and the study emphasized the importance of con-
sidering external factors such as environmental factors while analyzing the pavement 
data. The features of DL models over several existing ML models and image processing 
(IP) methods involve a data-driven end-to-end learning approach, elimination of hand-
crafted features, higher accuracy, increased accessibility, and faster operation [3]. Thus, 
researchers have made efforts to explore the capability of the DL models in several direc-
tions of pavement management.

Haddad et  al. [18] developed a rutting prediction model using deep neural network 
(DNN) techniques based on data obtained from a long-term pavement performance 
(LTPP) database. The predictive model was compared with state-of-the-art models and 
outperformed commonly used models in the literature. The generated model was used 
to assess and rank the relative influence of different factors on rutting, in addition to 
forecasting pavement rutting. The sensitivity analysis results confirmed the significant 
impact of traffic and weather conditions on rutting. Furthermore, rutting predictive 
curves for certain traffic, climate, and performance combinations have been developed 
to make rutting predictions available to all road agencies. However, the feature selection 
performed in the data pre-processing step involved removing the variables less corre-
lated with the output to reduce the complexity of the analysis.

Gao et al. [19] proposed convolutional neural network (CNN)-long short-term mem-
ory (LSTM), an integrated architecture of the CNN and LSTM models to automatically 
detect application of maintenance and rehabilitation (M &R) treatment to a pavement 
area within a particular period and achieved an accuracy of 87.50%. The efficiency of 
CNN to categorize pavement segments to estimate IRI values from pavement surface 
images was explored by Abohamer et al. [20], and a comparison study was performed to 
investigate the efficiencies of an ANN model and multinominal regression (MNL) mod-
els based on 850 three dimensional images, which were sourced from the Lousiana DOT 
and Development (LaDOTD). It was found that the CNN model outperformed the ANN 
and MDL models during the training phase, achieving an accuracy of 93.4%, a coeffi-
cient of determination (R2) value of 0.985 and an average error of 5.9%. Although, CNNs 
are considered to be a highly effective approach, these networks demand a considerable 
amount of computational power and memory resources [21].

Zhou et al. [22] developed an IRI progression model for asphalt concrete (AC) pave-
ment using a recurrent neural network (RNN) algorithm. In addition, an ANN model 
was used for predicting the IRI drop following maintenance/rehabilitation. The RNN 
model was trained and tested using time-series data on fatigue cracking, transverse 
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cracking, rutting, climatic conditions, and traffic factors from the LTPP database. Con-
versely, the ANN model was inputted with the pavement structure, type of maintenance/
rehabilitation activity, degree of maintenance/rehabilitation, and IRI value before main-
tenance/rehabilitation. The combination of both models enabled the prediction of IRI 
values over the service life of AC pavements. However, RNNs can be difficult to train 
[23] and may require longer execution time [24].

The pavement deterioration process being a complex nature, the development of pave-
ment distress prediction models requires large and extensive data of good quality from 
reliable sources. Pavement data collection has been transformed into automated pro-
cess with the advancements in technology. However, pavement data analysis is gaining 
more research focus [25]. The successful application of ANN and DL is remarkable. To 
the best knowledge of the authors, the current literature focuses on a limited number 
of distress parameters. Additionally, there is a lack of lightweight, less computationally 
complex models for the pavement distress prediction. Therefore, this research aims to 
introduce the ASENN model for predicting pavement deterioration, leveraging selec-
tive embedding and attention mechanisms informed by environmental and traffic data. 
Notably, our proposed model outperforms existing state-of-the-art models in terms of 
accuracy and efficiency, requiring less memory and achieving faster execution times.

Data collection and preprocessing
The dataset used in the proposed work was acquired from the Ministry of Energy and 
Infrastructure (MoEI), the highway agency in the United Arab Emirates (UAE). Road 
data collected and stored by the Road Department at MoEI from 2013 to 2019, along 
32 road sections in the country were selected for analysis. The dataset used in this study 
can be broadly classified into road distress, pavement, traffic, and environmental data. A 
detailed description of this data is mentioned in a related work [26].

The data was divided into training and testing sets with a ratio of 80:20. An example of 
the dataset is provided below in Table 1.

Road Distress Data

The major distress parameters considered in this study were (i) cracking (%), (ii) deflec-
tion (mm/100), (iii) IRI (m/km), and (iv) rutting (mm). Each of these parameters is meas-
ured independently using different measuring devices by the highway agency. Cracking 
is measured using a laser crack measurement system, deflection using a falling weight 
deflectometer, IRI using a laser profilometer, and rutting using a laser rutting measure-
ment system. Data related to these parameters from the year 2013 to 2019 are collected 
for this study.

Initially, the data related to each road distress parameter were combined year-wise, 
as shown in Table 2 (Before pre-processing). Furthermore, the road distress parameters 
corresponding to the year of data collection are grouped in ‘t−1, t’ format for the devel-
opment of the prediction model. An illustration of this process is presented in Table 2.

Pavement data

Each road network has specific characteristics, which may vary in type, age, and struc-
tural properties. In this study, the collected pavement features included the road type 
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(arterial, collector, expressway, and freeway), maintenance type (major, surface, partial), 
age of the road section, and year of data collection. Among these features, the main-
tenance type and age of the road section were not directly available from the highway 
agency database. Hence, these two features were calculated by observing year-wise road 
distress values. The maintenance type adopted in each road section was determined by 
comparing the road distress values in consecutive years, and the age of the road sec-
tion was calculated as the number of years passed from the most recent maintenance. 
In the major treatment, all road distresses were corrected. However, this type of treat-
ment is relatively expensive. In the surface treatment, surface layers of the pavement 
are maintained, leaving the deep distresses, especially deflection unmaintained. Partial 
treatment, on the other hand, is applied to the topmost layers of the pavement, by which 
IRI, rutting, and shallow cracks are corrected, however the deflection and deep cracks 
are not treated.

Traffic data

The traffic data included counts for light and heavy vehicles. Vehicles under Class 
1–3 and 4 (FHWA vehicle classification) are considered light and heavy vehicles, 

Table 1 Example of each type of data used in the analysis

Input variables Value

Pavement data Road type Arterial

Maintenance type Partial

Age of the road section 1

Year of data collection 2015

Environmental data Temperature 26

Humidity 49

Atmospheric pressure 1019

Traffic data Traffic count (heavy vehicles) 4,203,429

Traffic count (light vehicles) 487,421

Direction of traffic Forward

Road distress parameter Cracking at t−1 0

Deflection at t−1 49

IRI at t−1 1

Rutting at t−1 2.674

Label (Output) Value

Road distress parameter Cracking at t 0

Deflection at t 58.8

IRI at t 1.2

Rutting at t 3.07625

Table 2 Conversion of road distress data into ‘t−1, t’ format

Before preprocessing After preprocessing

 IRI-2013 IRI-2014 IRI-2015 IRI-2016 IRI at t−1 IRI at t

2.536 2.894 3.549 4.982 2.536 2.894

2.894 3.549

3.549 4.982
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respectively. The average number of vehicles passing over a road section in a year was 
considered for the analysis. Additionally, the direction of traffic flow was noted as 
‘Forward’ for the South-North/West-East direction of the traffic flow and ‘Backward’ 
for the North-South/East–West direction of the traffic flow.

Environment data

Data on the climatic conditions of the road sections were collected using online 
resources. Environmental data included in this study were humidity (%), temperature 
( ◦C ), and atmospheric pressure (in millibars). Based on the location of the road sec-
tion and time of data collection, which is available in the database provided by MoEI, 
corresponding environmental data were collected from online resources.

Methodology
The overall framework is illustrated in Fig. 1. The pavement, environmental, and traf-
fic data were added to the road distress parameter data (cracking, deflection, IRI, and 
rutting) at t−1, respectively, which were then sent to the ASENNs for predicting the 
pavement deterioration data at t. SELs and MDALs are the essential components of 
ASENNs, described in detail below. The data from different sources undergo pre-pro-
cessing steps such as one-hot encode, normalization, and so on while developing the 
database.

In this study, we address the problem of pavement deterioration prediction as a regres-
sion task. Our objective is to develop a predictive model that accurately estimates the 
degree of pavement deterioration over time. The goal is to create a reliable mapping 
function F(x) to predict the deterioration y at t, where x refers to Input variables.

The input data x consists of various features, including both numerical and categor-
ical attributes. These features collectively capture the factors affecting pavement con-
ditions. Numerical features include road characteristics, environmental conditions, 
and traffic parameters. Categorical features, on the other hand, represent qualitative 
attributes like road type, construction materials, and maintenance history.

Fig. 1 Overall framework
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Selective embedding layer (SEL)

To capture the underlying information from raw data X and obtain abstract features by 
mining information from a new embedding feature space, we propose SEL, as shown in 
Fig. 2. Specifically, the SEL comprises the following three components: filter, embedding, 
and fusion, which determines the important attributes from X, embeds the filtered features 
X

′ to obtain embedding features X ′′ according to their data types and fuses X ′ and X ′′ to 
obtain the abstract features X ′′′.

Filter

Feature selection was used to extract relevant and useful features for the prediction task. 
Given the variability of tabular data, numerous approaches for selecting features have been 
developed. Traditional tree-based models utilize information entropy, information gain 
rate, and Gini coefficient for selecting features. In contrast to tree models, fully connected 
networks (FCNs) select features using a data-driven approach instead of specific functions. 
Moreover, a feature selection mask can be formed using Entmax sparsity mapping [27] and 
element-wise multiplication with the features to achieve feature selection. In the proposed 
work, Entmax is chosen due to its inherent ability to yield sparse outputs. In the proposed 
methodology, filter modules are designed based on the Entmax function, enabling the pre-
cise extraction of relevant and useful features from influencing factors. This choice ensures 
that only the most impactful features, essential to the task at hand are considered, reducing 
the risk of redundant or less significant feature interference.

In this study, a filter with combined FCNs and a mask selection approach was used. Given 
an input vector X ∈ Rk , the filter used fully connected (FC) layers and a softmax activation 
function to learn a mask M ∈ Rk , which was then multiplied with X to obtain the filtered 
feature X ′ ∈ Rk . The selector details are given in Eqs. (1, 2).

Here, FC and ⊙ represent the FC layer and element-wise multiplication, respectively. 
Note that the sparse auto-encoder architecture is applied to the filter, meaning FCf 1 
maps X into a small dimension (for example, k/2) and FCf 2 recovers it to dimension k. 
Thus, the filter can mine the importance of each field from the low-dimensional space 

(1)M =Softmax
(

FCf 2

(

LeakyReLU
(

FCf 1(X)
)))

,

(2)X ′ =X ⊙M.

Fig. 2 Overall structure of the Selective Embedding Layer
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by FC layers, and use the softmax function for obtaining the feature selection mask M, 
which weights each field of X.

Embedding

Each field of filtered feature X ′ is embedded by feature type to exploit intra informa-
tion. Specifically, the FC layers implement the embedding operation, which are used to 
store intra-information and integrate the information in the global field. According to 
the given information of the dataset, the filtered features X ′ can be split into numeri-
cal and categorical features, which means X ′ =

{

X Num ,X Cat 1 ,X Cat ,, . . . ,X Cat

}

 . For 
all numerical features, XNum and FCNum were used to build the embedding ENum . For 
each type of categorical feature XCati , FCCati was used to build the embedding ECati . In 
this case, FCCati was dedicated for embedding the ith category of the features. Finally, all 
embeddings were concatenated as the input of the FCFuse , and important global infor-
mation was obtained in the embedding features X ′′ . We formalize this process using 
Equations (3–6).

Fusion

The filtered features X ′ and embedding features X ′′ were fused to obtain abstract fea-
tures X ′′′ . We consider that the filter selects important factors and retains the original 
information, while embedding realizes the abstraction of the internal information and 
obtains the information from the new embedding space. To exploit the information of 
the filtered features and embedding features, X ′ and X ′′ were concatenated as the input 
of an FC layer FCFuse , then the output was

Multi-dropout attention layer (MDAL)

DL models with attention mechanisms achieve satisfactory results. For example, trans-
former-based models utilize multihead self-attention to achieve optimal performance 
in various tasks. However, this is guaranteed by large model parameters and long-term 
training. To reduce the parameters, speed up training, and introduce attention mecha-
nisms, a multidropout attention layer (MDAL) was proposed, as shown in Fig.  3a.

In the MDAL, Xt0 was passed through the dropout layers with different marks for obtain-
aining different field combinations Di , which were then transformed into attention weights 

(3)
{

X Num ,X Cat 1 ,X Cat ,, . . . ,X Cat

}

= split(X),

(4)ENum = FCNum(XNum),

(5)E Cati = FC Cati (X Cat ),

(6)X ′′ = FC Embed ( concat ({X Num ,X Cat ,X Cat , . . . ,X Cat })) ∈ Rk .

(7)X ′′′ = FC Fuse

(

Concat
(

X ′,X ′′
))

∈ Rk .
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Ai through the proposed attention module. Output A was the product of Xt0 and the aver-
age of all the weights Ai . Formally, we specify this layer as follows:

Here, the dropout layers were used to discard some fields of the Xt0 and realize a com-
bination of the remaining fields. Because multi-dropout sampling can speed up the con-
vergence and achieve lower error rates than methods without it, different masks and 
dropout rates were applied to the dropout layers, while the parameters of the attention 
module were shared.

Basic cell and attention-base selective embedding neural network (ASENN)

The SEL and MDAL were combined to form the basic cells, which were then stacked to 
build ASENNs for pavement deterioration prediction, as depicted in Fig.  3b and c. The 
basic cell combines abstract and attention-weighted features for obtaining meaningful rep-
resentations for predictions and is composed of two main paths. One is to stack two SELs 
to improve the abstraction of the features of, and the other is to use an MDAL and SEL to 
obtain attention-weighted field combination information. The outputs of both paths were 
added and passed to the next cell. Here, we define the output of the ith basic cell as:

where denotes element-wise addition.

(8)Di = Dropouti
(

Xt0

)

,

(9)Attention (X) = Sigmoid(FCa2(ReLU(FCa1(X)))),

(10)Ai = Attention(Di),

(11)A = Xt0 ⊙Mean(A1,A2, . . . ,Ai).

(12)Xti+1 = SL
(

SL
(

Xti

))

⊕ SL
(

MDAL
(

Xt0

))

,

Fig. 3 a Multi-dropout attention layer (MDAL); b Details of the basic cell; c The architecture of our ASENN
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To find meaningful and abstractive features, multiple basic cells were stacked to build 
the ASENNs. In this study, the projector was used to map Xti+1 ∈ Rk to a scalar y ∈ R , 
where y is the pavement deterioration data at t.

Development of neural network‑based pavement deterioration prediction 
model
In this study, ASENNs used the same architecture for all four datasets. The neural num-
bers of the FC layers in the ASENNs were set according to the input variables listed in 
Table  3. In the MDAL, dropout rates of 0.1 and 0.2 were used. The loss function was 
the mean squared error. The model optimizer was Adam, with 1× 103 learning rates. 
To store the best model, we trained our models for 1× 104 epochs and saved the model 
with minimum test loss for prediction. The APIs provided by Pytorch were used to build 
the ASENNs.

Each dataset contained 17 input variables, meaning X ∈ Rk , k = 17 . Because the input 
variables Lane, Road type, and Maintenance type were categorical variables, one-hot 
encoding was applied to transform them into numerical variables that are suitable for 
embedding. In addition, a logarithmic operation was applied to the pavement deterio-
ration data at t and t−  1. The distribution of pavement deterioration data at t shows 
inconsistent orders of magnitude for the label types, as shown in Fig. 4. Applying loga-
rithm helps alleviate this phenomenon, which can simply model the nonlinear relation-
ship. In addition, the absolute value of the data was reduced, which accelerated network 
convergence.

Results and discussion
Experiments were conducted on four datasets to demonstrate the efficacy of the selected 
nets. The root mean square error (RMSE), Coefficient of Determination (R2), mean 
absolute error (MAE), and mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) comparisons of all 
the models are presented in Tables 4, 5, 6, 7. The execution time and parameters of the 
compared models are shown in Figure 5 to demonstrate the benefit of being lightweight. 
Furthermore, two ablation studies were conducted to determine the optimal number of 
selected blocks and validate the efficiency of the MDAL. All results revealed that the 
selected nets exhibited promising performance.

Comparison with existing models

The four datasets were compared with the existing models listed below.

Table 3 The neural number in each component

Component Filter Fusion MDAL

Fc layer FCf 1 FCf 2 FCFuse FCa1 FCa2

Neural numbers 9 17 17 9 17

 Component Embedding

Fc layer FCNum FCCat1 FCCat2 FCCat3 FCEmbed

Neural numbers 8 3 2 4 17
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Fig. 4 The distributions of pavement deterioration data at t before and after applying logarithm: a Cracking, 
b Deflection, c IRI and d Rutting

Table 4 The compared results on the Cracking Dataset

Method RMSE R
2 MAE MAPE

Random forest [5] 0.782 0.401 0.236 0.694

XGBoost [6] 0.771 0.417 0.233 0.687

LightGBM [7] 0.763 0.430 0.247 0.726

CatBoost [8] 0.760 0.433 0.228 0.627

MLP [3] 0.758 0.437 0.233 0.681

ResNet [14] 0.762 0.431 0.243 0.757

FT-transformer [10] 0.759 0.435 0.227 0.626

TabNet [9] 0.766 0.425 0.250 0.650

Ours 0.728 0.481 0.218 0.573

Table 5 The compared results on the deflection dataset

Method RMSE R
2 MAE MAPE

Random Forest [5] 0.017 0.999 0.005 0.012

XGBoost [6] 0.010 0.999 0.003 0.010

LightGBM [7] 0.021 0.999 0.007 0.017

CatBoost [8] 0.024 0.999 0.007 0.029

MLP [3] 0.110 0.986 0.027 0.147

ResNet [14] 0.038 0.998 0.025 0.213

FT-transformer [10] 0.009 0.999 0.006 0.022

TabNet [9] 0.060 0.995 0.044 0.182

Ours 0.002 0.999 0.001 0.006
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1) Tree‑based models

• Random forest [5]: An ensemble decision tree model that can rank the impor-
tance of variables in a regression task. The Random Forest model is configured 
with default parameter settings. It utilizes a forest consisting of 100 trees, and the 
quality of a split is evaluated using the squared error function.

• XGBoost [6]: The most popular GBDT implementation of GBDT used in regres-
sion and classification applications. The XGBoost is configured with default 
parameter settings in [6].

• LightGBM [7]: The GBDT implementation uses histogram-based algorithms, 
grows trees leaf-wise, and outperforms XGBoost regarding training speed. The 
LightGBM is configured with default parameter settings. The maximum number 
of tree leaves are 31, the learning rate is set to 0.1, and the model is trained with a 
default of 100 boosted trees.

• CatBoost [8]: GBDT implementation uses an innovative method to deal with cat-
egorical features. The parameter configuration includes 1000 iterations, a tree 
depth of 10, a learning rate of 0.1, and the root mean squared error (RMSE) as the 
chosen loss function.

Table 6 The compared results on the IRI dataset

Method RMSE R
2 MAE MAPE

Random forest [5] 0.031 0.998 0.012 0.070

XGBoost [6] 0.025 0.999 0.008 0.038

LightGBM [7] 0.032 0.998 0.014 0.041

CatBoost [8] 0.041 0.998 0.014 0.036

MLP [3] 0.125 0.983 0.048 0.177

ResNet [14] 0.089 0.991 0.049 0.328

FT-transformer [10] 0.025 0.999 0.013 0.048

TabNet [9] 0.123 0.984 0.083 0.464

Ours 0.024 0.999 0.005 0.022

Table 7 The compared results on the rutting dataset

Method RMSE R
2 MAE MAPE

Random forest [5] 0.021 0.999 0.008 0.020

XGBoost [6] 0.012 0.999 0.005 0.016

LightGBM [7] 0.054 0.996 0.014 0.052

CatBoost [8] 0.053 0.996 0.013 0.035

MLP [3] 0.106 0.987 0.026 0.141

ResNet [14] 0.040 0.998 0.022 0.114

FT-transformer [10] 0.008 0.999 0.006 0.016

TabNet [9] 0.048 0.997 0.035 0.145

Ours 0.002 0.999 0.001 0.006
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2) Deep learning models

• MLP [3]: The MLP that uses four FC layers with LeakyReLU activation function. 
The neural numbers of the FC layers are 128, 128, 128, and 1, respectively.

• ResNet [14]: A ResNet variation that uses the simplified architecture and applies 
to tabular learning. The parameter configuration for the model is as follows: The 
model consists of a total of 3 blocks, each having an input and output size of 128. 
The first linear layer in each block has an output size of 256. The dropout rates for 
the first and second dropout layers in each block are given by 0.25 and 0 respec-
tively. The final output size of the model is 1.

• FT-transformer [10]: The transformer-based model that adds a Feature Tokenizer 
to transform all features into embeddings. The FT-transformer is configured with 
default parameter settings in [10].

• TabNet [9]: The transformer-based model uses sequential attention to reason 
the decision steps. In our study, we adopted the default settings suggested by the 
authors, including a decision prediction layer width of n_d= 8, attention embed-
ding width of n_a= 8, and a total of n_steps= 3 architecture steps.

The RMSE, R2 , MAE, and MAPE results are presented in Tables  4, 5, 6, 7. Overall, 
ASENNs achieved the best results on the four datasets, followed by the FT-trans-
former. Specifically, ASENNs exhibit the lowest RMSE and MAE values, signifying 
its predictive accuracy. Furthermore, it outperforms other models with the highest 
R2 value and the lowest MAPE, highlighting its optimal data fitting and minimal rela-
tive error. Besides, it can be seen that ASENNs outperform MLP with a much lower 
RMSE, MAE, MAPE and higher R2 value, which show the superior performance of 
our model architecture in deterioration prediction.

For ASENNs, the training and test losses are shown in Fig. 5, and scatter figures of 
the predicted and actual values are presented in Fig. 6. The training and testing loss 
curves show less divergence; therefore, the model was not subjected to overfitting. 
The curve show that the best model was obtained before the 200th epoch, as there was 
no decrease in the loss after the 200th epoch. In addition, the predicted and actual 
points were distributed around the y = x , meaning that the predictions of our models 
can match the ground truth.

Model size and execution time

The model size and execution time are shown in Fig. 7. Here, execution time refers to 
the prediction time for a test set. A summary library provided by PyTorch was used to 
measure the storage capacity of the model. The execution time of the proposed model 
was recorded as 14.5 ms, while the memory occupied by the selected nets was 0.57 
MB. Compared to the FT transformer, ASENN required 6.7 times less storage space. 
Compared with TabNet, the proposed model execution rapidly. Although MLP and 
ResNet occupy small memory and have fast execution speeds, the proposed models 
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outperformed both in terms of accuracy. Therefore, the proposed selected nets algo-
rithm considers not only accuracy but also storage and computing resources.

Numbers of selected blocks

The number of basic cells determines the abstraction ability of ASENNs. To choose the 
appropriate number of cells for prediction, cells = {4, 6, 8, 10} were used for the ablation 
study, as shown in Table 8. With the increase in the number of cells from 4 to 10, the 
model showed a stronger ability to abstract and achieved better results. Changing the 
number of cells exhibited no significant effect on the performance of the model when 
using the deflection dataset, indicating sufficient accuracy of the proposed model pre-
diction results. Overall, a cell value of 8 achieved promising performance among the set-
tings. It can also be seen from the table that the model showed comparable performance 
while maintaining the value of the cell at 4, which can help reduce the computing and 
memory resources within the tolerable range. In addition, extreme depths (cells =10) 
were found unsuitable for prediction because they may be caused by the limited combi-
nation of feature fields.

Effectiveness of MDAL

To verify the effectiveness of MDAL, MDAL was replaced with SEL in the basic cell for 
ablation. In this case, the number of basic cells was set to 8 and the same training dataset 
was used to ensure validity. ASENN with MDAL outperformed the one without MDAL 

Fig. 5 The training and test loss of Selected Nets on four datasets: a cracking, b deflection, c IRI and d rutting
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Fig. 6 The scatter figures of predicted and actual values: a cracking, b deflection, c IRI and d rutting

Fig. 7 Model size and execution time of different models

Table 8 Effect of neuron numbers ablation on performance

cells Cracking Deflection IRI Rutting

4 0.757 0.0028 0.0259 0.0048

6 0.725 0.0036 0.0116 0.0036

8 0.725 0.0027 0.0109 0.0014

10 0.733 0.0026 0.0068 0.0042
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on the four datasets. Without the MDAL, the abstraction performance decreased, as 
shown in Table 9.

Conclusion
Predicting the future pavement performance is an essential component of a pavement 
management system. However, the complexity associated with pavement deterioraion 
process arising from the contributing heterogeneous factors poses a severe challenge in 
performance prediction. The ASENN model proposed in this study addresses the limita-
tions of the existing models in terms of requiring less memory and faster execution time 
without comprising the accuaracy of the model. In this study, an ASENN was proposed 
for road distress prediction, considering the impact of a wide variety of factors causing 
pavement deterioration. The ASENN model combines the SEL and MDAL components, 
stacked one over the other to form the basic cell based on the real big data collected 
from the major road networks in the UAE from the year 2013 to 2019.

The SEL framework was designed to identify abstract features from tabular data using 
filtering, embedding, and fusion approaches and the MDAL framework was proposed 
to achieve multiple attention-weight combinations from the raw data. Experiments 
on cracking, deflection, IRI, and rutting datasets were performed, which showed the 
effectiveness and efficiency of ASENNs in pavement deterioration regression tasks. In 
addition, the number of basic cells and effectiveness of MDAL were explored by abla-
tion studies, indicating that good results can be achieved with a relatively less number 
of basic cells. As the number of blocks increases, the ability of the network to extract 
abstract features also increases. The proposed ASENN model showed high accuracy 
with an average value of RMSE of 0.1894, an R2 of 0.8701, and a MAPE of 0.1518 for 
predicting cracking, deflection, IRI, and rutting models. Compared to SOTA models like 
Tabnet and ResNet, the proposed work offers enhanced precision and stability across all 
tasks.

However, extreme depths were not preferred due to the limited combination space 
of feature fields. For MDAL, attention-weighted combinations of raw data increase 
the diversity of features and enhance the performance. The ASENN model could be 
extended further to obtain more ML techniques in the domains of pavement prediction, 
management, and maintenance. In the future, we aim to enhance our data preprocess-
ing methodologies, aiming for improved dataset refinement. We will also investigate 
advanced deep-learning prediction strategies.
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